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  Hornet         Highlights 

Hello, Hornets! 

 

We may not be     
together at school right now, 
but the Hornet Highlight 
reporters have been buzzing 
away to get the news to you. 
Remember, no matter where 
you are, you are always a 
hornet!  

A Peek at What’s  

Inside… 

 

What’s All The “Zoom” 
About Virtual Learning?  
 

Adventures Through 
Little Falls On My Bike  
 

Coronavirus Fuels Asian 
Discrimination   
 
Explained: Why Pets Do 
Some Of the Things They 
Do  

Above: 5th grader, Noemi Irizarry ready 
to learn in her virtual school  

environment.  

School No. 1 Goes Virtual  
By Kathryn Dillman, Lena Uzelac, & 
Selin Deniz, Grade 8 

 

   Tens. Hundreds. Thousands. Millions.  
   The number of people impacted seems to never 
end. News headlines are spewing out updated 
statistics every hour while panicked people shuffle 
into stores, grabbing at the few bottles of hand 
sanitizer and boxes of face masks. The coronavirus 
has caused an immense amount of chaos and            
inconvenience around the globe. Though viruses    

come and go sporadically, this situation is the first 
of its kind.  
   So what exactly is everybody so anxious about?   
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), 
“COVID-19 is the infectious disease caused by the 
most recently discovered coronavirus. This new 
virus and disease were unknown before the out-
break began in Wuhan, China, in December 2019.” 
Shortly after the first few cases, an increasing 
amount of people have reported symptoms similar 
to the flu. In March 2020, The World Health        
Organization officially classified COVID-19 as a     
pandemic.   A pandemic is a highly contagious    
disease that has spread globally. Due to the massive 
amount of misinformation, the growing number of 
fatalities, and the lack of certain essential items in 
stores, many people have been panicking. It has 
quickly become transparent that this virus is a   
serious issue. 
   Shortly after the outbreak, the Little Falls School 
District had been taking precautions in order to 
prevent the spread of the virus. According to the 
CDC, one of the most efficient and important ways 
to prevent getting ill is to wash your hands          
frequently, therefore students were encouraged to 
wash their hands throughout the day.  
Continued on page 4 

Above: 8th grade portraits line the front of School No. 1 on Stevens Ave.  

8th graders, this one’s for you! 
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Students Chosen To Show Their Work in Passaic 
County Art Show  
By Audrey Dreitlein & Vesi Busch, Grade 7 

 

   Every year, The Council for Art Education and The Art Educators 
of New Jersey host a student art show and this was the first year 
that School No. 1 participated in it!  
   Students who stand out the most are able to receive awards for 
the art show, chosen by other teachers from Passaic County. This 
amazing event had students nominated by their teachers to put 
their art pieces into the performance. This year’s theme for the 
show was “Take a Journey through Art!” But what does the theme 
really mean?  
   “I look at it as a call from the creative students of NJ to invite 
people to participate in the celebration of the arts and to catch a 
glimpse of the new generation of artists,” comments School No. 1 
Art teacher Mrs. Henneberry. 
   Three students in particular were chosen from School No. 1 this 
year: 7th Graders Sophia Johnson, Aubree Samgour and 8th Grader 
Kathryn Dillman. They all created a portrait of someone they have 
been looking up to or have seen as a role model for a while now.  
   “I’ve really loved Lana Del Rey’s music for a long time, and for this 
project I really wanted to make a portrait of her. So I took my time, 
and created my piece” Aubree Samgour adds.  
   As for Kathryn, she created a portrait of Marzia Kjellberg and 
Sophia created a portrait of a well known singer, Billie Eilish.  
   Everyone who was entered in the art show worked at their own 
pace. It took students anywhere from a couple days to even a 
month to complete their piece until they felt it was perfect for the 
show. Artists are often very critical of their work. Looking back on 
their pieces, some of them felt that there were changes they would 

have liked to make.  
   “I would definitely add more to the background. I really like 
how it came out, but it would have been nice to add a little more 
color and pattern to the back,” Aubree comments. 
 Sophia adds, “The background color. I think it could be brighter 
and neater.”  
   Unfortunately, due to the coronavirus, the art show was not 
held this year. However, this was still an amazing opportunity for 
the students at School No. 1! With all the extra time at home, in 
quarantine, students have time to create projects of their own, 
while also receiving projects from Mrs. Henneberry. This extra 
time can inspire many students to keep creating their own art 
and keep sketching for another show. 

The School No. 1 Robotics Club Codes Its Way 
Into the Future 

By Charlie Lalumia, Grade 7 & Edward Dillman, 
Grade 8 

 

    Robots are a wonder of technology and have been evolving 
over the last 76 years. Here at School No. 1, we’re working to 
make them even better in the Robotics club. 
   The club teaches students concepts of basic coding and simple 
robotics. Students use LEGO Mindstorms, which are programma-
ble LEGO robots. They can move, make sound, and even launch 
projectiles. In Robotics, there are four sensors that are used: a 
Touch Sensor that senses touch, Ultrasonic sensors which utilize 
sound, Light sensors that detect light, and last but not least, Gy-
roscope sensors which detect weight. 
Continued on next page 
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News Briefs 

Spirit Week  

During the week of April 
20-24, School No. 1  

students showed their 
school sprit virtually.  

Shout out to the  

Student Council for  

organizing this virtual 
event!  

 

 

 

 

 

Multiplication Facts 
School 1 Tournament  

Students grades 5-8  

participated in a  

multiplication virtual 
tournament game     

during math classes. 

 

 

School No. 1 Garden  

The Garden & Sustaina-
bility Club is excited to 
dig in to School No. 1’s 
very own garden. Many 
thanks to the LFEF for 
funding this project.  

Editorial: Students Share Ideas For New Electives at School No. 1  
By Madisyn Gonzales and Emily Tucci, Grade 6  
 

   Here at School No. 1, there is a large variety of amazing electives, but some students would like to 
mix it up with new ones. This year, students received a survey where we told the principal what elec-
tives we would like to see next year. Here are some students who are voicing their opinions about 
what new electives they think should be added at school for the 2020-2021 school year.  
  Get out your frying pans and spatulas! 6th Grader Mackenzie Taylor thinks that we should have a 
cooking elective.  
   “In this elective, we would learn how to cook school lunches, learn new recipes, and learn how to 
take measurements in cooking. We should add this elective because we don’t have electives that 
teach you things like cooking that we are going to need when we are adults.”  
   This elective can be beneficial to us because it teaches us a life skill that we would need for when 
we are older.        
   Similarly, 7th grader Mia Levin thinks that we should have a sewing elective.  
   “It would be beneficial to learn how to sew for when we are older and it would help us in general 
life skills. In this class, we would learn simple sewing - just the basics. At the end of the year, maybe 
we could actually make pieces of clothing,” Mia comments.  
   6th grader Deyanah Hamdan thinks that we should have a homework elective.  
   “In this homework elective, we would be able to do homework if we can not do it at home. This 
should be added because a lot of kids do not have time to do their homework after school due to 
activities, so this elective would give them a chance to do it.”  
   This elective would help students catch up on work and do the best they can.  
  Zzz… What about a sleeping elective? 6th grader Nick Defeo thinks we should have a sleeping elec-
tive!   
   “I think we should add this elective because everyone in school is very tired, so we should have a 
sleeping class where they can relax and take a break from all the work.”   
   Clearly, Nick thinks we should get our pillows and blankets ready for school!  
  6th grader Lucas Gutshmidt thinks that we should have a sports elective.  
   “In this elective, we would learn more about sports and how they first started and what they were 
based on.”  
   This could be a perfect fit for someone who loves to play sports and who also loves to learn about 
history.  
    The electives we already have are great learning opportunities for students. Maybe we could add 
some ideas from students to help interest everyone? What is your perspective on getting new        
electives?  

 

The School No. 1 Robotics Club Codes Its Way Into the Future 

Continued from previous page 

 

  This is all thanks to Mr. Farrell, the eighth grade science teacher and the creator of the School No. 1 
Robotics Club. Mr. Farrell’s overall goal is for kids to learn about robots and most importantly, to have 
fun. 
 “Robotics could play a big part in a student’s future, so it’s best to start learning now.” 
   In the time the club had been around, students learned to move the robots and how to get them to 
make sounds. Due to the Coronavirus pandemic, the club was postponed. Hopefully it will return next 
year, and with even more participants. 
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School No. 1 Goes Virtual  
Continued from front cover 
 
   Posters were also placed inside the school bathrooms, showing 
how to thoroughly wash your hands. Custodians were sanitizing the 
school numerous times throughout the day.  
   Before quarantine, there were many preparations made for virtual 
learning. Teachers reviewed how to use the Zoom app and went 
over expectations for “virtual classrooms.”  In March, the virus 
spread to New Jersey and schools closed. Since then, students have 
been attending  school virtually. Classes use applications and web-
sites such as Google Classroom, Zoom, Buzzmath, Kahoot, and Khan 
Academy. Students at School No. 1 are very fortunate to have their 
own Chromebooks to take home and use.  
   Although virtual learning has been running very smoothly, some 
students are still nervous about the scheduling and grading.       
However, the teachers and principal have been extremely           
supportive and helpful. 
   “Everybody is in the same boat, we’re all sailing in uncharted   
waters together.  I would hope it comforts the students to know 
that because this is a new experience for the teachers and          
administration too,” comments School No. 1’s principal                  
Ms. Sprague. 
    Many teachers are allowing a very flexible schedule and           
understand that some students might have difficulty doing all the 
online work within the period. For instance, eighth grade math 
teacher Mrs. Eckrote assigns her work as “classwork” and 

“homework. “ Whatever her students don't complete during 
the period, they need to at least finish by the end of the day. 
This creates a very relaxed environment during these stressful 
times. 
   However, many students are still missing being at school. The   
sudden quarantine has been tough on some students because 
they miss seeing the smiling faces of their friends everyday. 
Furthermore, school trips and events such as the spring Peer 
Group Connection retreat and the graduation games have also 
been interrupted because of the coronavirus.  
    On Thursday, April 9, right before students “left” for spring 
break, School No. 1 families received a very special video from 
the teachers. In the video, teachers talked about how much 
they miss seeing everyone in school and thanked students for 
their effort and dedication to their schoolwork. The video raised 
spirits and inspired students to keep their head up high and 
continue working despite the circumstances.  School No. 1 staff 
helped students to remember that we are all a family and are 
united as a school, even if we can’t be together in person.      
   Principal Sprague sees the silver lining to this situation.  
   “In the wake of all this turmoil, this is going to bring the school 
a lot closer together.  The relationships between teachers and 
students and parents and this school are going to be strength-
ened because of the lengths our teachers are going to to be 
there for you guys on a daily basis.  If there is an advantage to 
any of this, it’s definitely going to bring us together and closer 
together.”  

No matter where you are, you are 

always a hornet 

Editorial: What’s All The “Zoom” About Virtual Learning?  
By Sabrina Stuber, Grade 6  
 

   Buzzz! Buzzz! Uhh, it’s my alarm clock. I guess it’s time for virtual learning.  
   What’s virtual learning, you say? It’s what schools all around the country are 
doing to keep safe from a new virus called COVID - 19.  
Students and teachers must stay home everyday and complete their schoolwork 
at home.  
 

How The School Days Work 
   It is just like a regular school day, but our schedule is shortened to an early 
dismissal day. Teachers post assignments as usual, along with a link to this app 
called Zoom. Zoom allows students and teachers to meet together on the com-
puter to ask questions, discuss lessons, or just pop in to say hi. This is a great way 
for the students and teachers to still interact with each other while we are at 
home.  

Continued on next page 

Above: Sabrina Stuber is all smiles 

 in her virtual learning space.  
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Editorial: What’s All The “Zoom” About Virtual Learning?  
Continued from previous page  
 

How The School Days Work 
   It is just like a regular school day, but our schedule is shortened to an early dismissal day. Teachers post assignments as usual, along with 
a link to this app called Zoom. Zoom allows students and teachers to meet together on the computer to ask questions, discuss lessons, or 
just pop in to say hi. This is a great way for the students and teachers to still interact with each other while we are at home.  
 

How Our School Makes It Fun 
   School No. 1 is making virtual learning really fun for us. We’re still doing interesting projects, reading great books, and interacting with 
our peers. For example, in Language Arts, we are starting to read a new novel as a class. In Science we play interactive games to help prac-
tice the concepts that we’re learning. We even had a virtual Spirit Week, thanks to the Student Council!   
   Even our own principal Ms. Sprague is making it fun. Every morning she sends the teachers a morning announcement video of her voice 
with the same things she would say on our actual morning announcement speaker. Then at 1:00 p.m. she posts a little picture of some-
thing at our school as part of a Stay Connected Challenge.  We have to figure out what is in the photo. If you are the first student to clock 
in with the right answer, you will get announced on the morning announcement video, and the same thing goes for staff members. So 
there will be two winners: a student and a staff member, the winners will change everyday!  
 

Pros & Cons of Virtual Learning  
   I personally think this is alright. I mean, I would rather be in school where your teachers are right there with you, but, it is nice to stay 
home all day, keep your PJs on, always have shorter days, and sit in a comfortable place and just relax.  
  I really miss my friends. Seeing my friends everyday makes my bad days better. You might start to feel lonely. I mean, imagine a day 
where you can’t see any of your friends. Terrible, right? However, there are always other ways to interact while at home. You could chat 
on Zoom, Google Hangouts, FaceTime, or apps like that. It’s not the same feeling but at least you get to see their faces.  
 

   Whether we are at school or doing virtual learning, I always remind myself, "It's a great day to be a hornet!” 

 

Editorial: The Virtual Learning Experience 

By Matthew Swaney, Grade 7 

 

   Have you ever dreamed of being home-schooled or doing online school? Well, due 
to the Coronavirus, we will be learning remotely until further notice. Some people 
may think of this as a positive thing, and some a negative.  But, one thing is for sure, 
it is a transition for all of us- students and teachers alike.  
   We follow a half-day schedule, meaning that the workload may be a little lighter 
than in physical school.  Teachers are working from home as well, so they want to 
remain flexible for both us students and for themselves as well.  
   We also don’t go on Zoom every single day, we only use it when our teachers want 
to go over something, have a class discussion, or even just to chat and catch up with 
us!   
With this Zoom program, teachers can create a meeting and students can join it by 
typing in the meeting code. Of course, there are some glitches here and there, but 
overall, it seems to be working out pretty nicely. Using Zoom has a lot of benefits as 
well, for example, we are allowed to see each other's faces and hold discussions. 
Using this program almost makes it feel like we are in class together, and it is a great 
thing that we use to our advantage.  
   Just like every other day, Ms. Sprague posts morning announcements on our Google Classrooms, where she tells us what we will be doing 
that day and also announces who guessed the mystery image correctly for the Stay Connected Challenge. Once we return to school, the 
kids who won the mystery game will receive a prize! 
   With virtual learning, we have to learn how to manage our school life, and home life, while working in a home environment. It can be 
difficult, but for most people all sports are cancelled, which leaves a lot of time for family fun! Of course, through this crisis, we are very 
appreciative of our teachers for going online everyday to educate us and we also miss going to school and seeing our friends, but we will 
get through this together. 

Above: Matthew Swaney and some family  

members share a virtual work space.  
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Activities To Do While Stuck in Quarantine 

By Maggie Foucaud, Deyanah Hamdan, &  
Alex St. Ledger, Grade 6 

 
   During this challenging time, there are limited options for what to 
do. And let’s face it: We don’t all get along perfectly with our sib-
lings and parents, especially when we might be spending so much 
time together. We can all agree that watching YouTube all day or 
playing on our phones can get boring. With a little bit of creativity 
and a little bit of time, you can occupy yourself with many fun activ-
ities.      
 
The Great Outdoors 
   Want some fresh air? Even though we are in quarantine you can 
go play in your backyard. Some things you can do outside are go on 
a walk or on a bike ride. Just make sure you are social distancing 
from others! This doesn’t mean you can’t talk to them, but make 
sure you’re 6 feet apart or more. How about chalk art? This will 
keep you entertained and provide art for others to enjoy!  
 
Virtual Tours, Challenges & Scavenger Hunts    
   Like museums but don’t have a ticket? Well, since they are closed, 
many museums are offering free online tours. This might be a way 
to have fun and learn! For example, The Metropolitan Museum of 
Art is giving online tours to anyone who is bored at home and 
wants to go look at some breathtaking art!  
  If you like to build and design, then check out a Lego challenge, 
where they post a theme for the day such as building an ocean, ice 
cream, things like that. Many people all around the world can build 
the theme using their own Legos. You can even take a picture and 
send it in! 
   During this hard time, many neighborhoods have been doing 
scavenger hunts with the rainbows or teddy bears. In our local 
neighborhoods, loads of kids have been coloring rainbows then 
hanging them up in a window or in a door so when people 
drive/walk by, they can be happy when they see it. If you are bored 
why not make someone smile by doing this activity? 

 
Games & Puzzles   
  But what if you do not want to go outside, or it is raining, or your 
family thinks it’s better to stay inside? Well, we’ve got you covered 
with some fun indoor activities. Gather up your board games and 
puzzles and pick some to play. If you do not have any, you can go 
online and order one or two. Also, you can use your imagination 
and make some!  
   To make a fun, easy game like a deck of cards, just cut out 52 
rectangles and write numbers on them! If you want to make a 
board game, get a big piece of paper and draw out a path that the 
pieces would follow and color them in. After you are done with 
that, get some small items to be your items to hold your place. The 
final step would need your imagination to come up with the rules 
of the game.   
 

 

The struggle you’re in today is developing  

 
Get Creative & Show Your Appreciation  
  There are many people risking their lives to help serve their com-
munities. Why not show your appreciation? You can do simple 
things like write a letter or a poem, illustrate a picture to show 
your support.  
 
Give Someone a Call 
 Well we all know that we are all stuck at home and you can't visit 
others within six feet. That means you might not be able to see 
and talk to your friends. If you want to talk to your friends, give 
them a call. See how they are doing stuck in their homes too. We 
know that at this time we have to socially distance ourselves from 
others, but a phone call can't do any harm.  
 
Fun in the Kitchen 
   Would you like some freshly baked cookies or a nice cake? Well 
you can make some! Gather up the ingredients and bake some 
delicious treats. It’s really easy to find recipes; all you need to do is 
look up the dessert that interests you, gather all the supplies and 
make that treat! If you don’t have some fancy supplies, don’t wor-
ry- keep it simple! Get ready, set, BAKE! 
 
Calming Activities For When You’re Feeling Stressed 
  You might be very stressed out because of the virus. Here are 
some ideas on what to do to cope with your anxiety. One very 
good way to relax is by taking a bubble bath with a bath bomb or 
two. A super good bubble bath to add in is called Honest Bubble 
Bath and you can get it basically anywhere—CVS, Walmart, Ama-
zon, stores like this.  
   Additionally, you can download a meditation app on your phone, 
iPad, or computer. Two apps that are great for meditation are 
Calm and Headspace. Both are free. Another way to relax yourself 
is by visualizing yourself in a calming place, like the beach. Think 
about what that place smells like, and what it feels like. It really 
does help. Maybe try some yoga? YouTube has a ton of yoga   
videos that you can watch. 
    
   We are all going through this tough time together. It might be 
challenging, but with these fun activities that you can do at home 
you can occupy your time and feel happy.   
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        the strength you need for tomorrow.         – Robert Tew  

   Hello, we are Sammi Breitwieser, and Gigi Qassis. We are two 6th graders wanting to help you with any of your problems for the spring 
2020 advice column. Some of you have sent in the problems you are facing. If you did not send one in and one of these problems are     
relatable to you, please feel free to use that advice.  
 

Coronavirus & Quarantine  

I am very scared that our school shut down because this means that the virus could be spreading in Little Falls. I need to calm down.  
-Scared and Anxious 
 

Dear Scared and Anxious,  
   We are not going to tell you what to feel. This is a very serious issue that can be very nerve-wracking. To calm your nerves it might make 
you feel better if you know that you are prepared. At home, make bottles of hand-sanitizer. Mix aloe-vera gel and rubbing alcohol until 
you get a consistency that is similar. This may sound like a weird way to resolve your problem but knowing you are prepared should calm 
your mind. If you still feel nervous, reach out to any trusted adult. A parent, teacher, or Mrs. Budd! Just remember, you are not in this 
alone because we are all in this together! 
 

I am very bored being on quarantine. There is nothing to do and nowhere to go. Can you tell me ways I can keep myself occupied? 
-Bored and Lonely  
 

Dear Bored and Lonely,  
   We can totally understand why you feel this way. We’re sure many other people are bored too. What we would advise you to do is to 
try new things you have never done. For example, bake new foods, learn new tricks, become a vegan for a day (as an experiment), study 
your school-work longer, read a new book, try to get into better shape, go for a run in your backyard, eat healthier, or draw something 
you normally wouldn’t draw.  It is important to step away from your computer and phone and to be active! We will get through this! 
 

 

School  
I can’t seem to focus at all in school. I don’t know why I keep zoning out! Is there anything I could do that will help me stay focused?  
-Zoning Out 
 

Dear Zoning Out,  
   It is completely normal to zone out in class sometimes. If you find yourself zoning out in all of your classes you most likely have other 
things on your mind. To help clear your mind you should take deep breaths slowly and try to take a day off from school so you can really 
focus on your thoughts and clearing your head. If a parent or guardian doesn’t allow you to take off then try meditating when you get 
home after school. Also sometimes we just need a brain break. If you catch yourself zoning out, go get a quick drink of cold water. When 
you come back to the classroom , you will be refreshed and ready to go! 

 

 

 

Do you need some advice?          

 
Write in to the Hornet Highlights’ advice columnists!  

 

 

Sammi & Gigi’s          

Advice Column  
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School No. 1’s 2020 Musical On Hold For Now 

By Noemi Irizzary, Grade 5 & Angelina Lin, Grade 6 

 

   The lights dim. The curtains open. The music starts… 
   “Salam, and good evening to you, worthy friends! Welcome to the 
fabled city of Agrabah!”  
   This year's musical, Aladdin Jr. has been highly anticipated to be 
seen by many. This musical was based off of the popular animated 
film. A young man, Aladdin, seeks love from a princess and changes 
his identity to a prince to try to make the princess, Jasmine, love 
him.  
   Due to the COVID- 19 global pandemic, the show has been put on 
hold.  
   Since our students are now virtually learning, the directors of the 
show have decided to practice the play on the video call platform, 
Zoom. Drama club members still practice with the same amount of 
determination because no one has gotten word that the play will be 
closing.  
   The meeting consists of each student singing and dancing the same 
way they usually would, except on a video call. Even though cast 
members aren't dancing in person together, each individual practic-
es exactly how they usually would at school. 
    5th grader, Luisa Focella comments, “Sometimes it’s frustrating 
but in the end it's just fun to be able to see my friends and keep 
practicing for the play.”  
   Every cast member is happy that they still get to rehearse the play. 

Above: Cast members run lines on Zoom to prepare for the 2019-2020 musical.  

It might not be the same as rehearsing on stage, but everyone gives 
the same energy and excitement every rehearsal.  
   And those sets! Thanks to this year's set design crew, there are 
many fabulous scenes that bring our musical to the next level.  
  The main sets used in the show are spectacular and make the  
viewers think they really are in Agrabah. These sets are first seen in 
the first song “Arabian Nights” and represent the Arabian days and 
nights. When the scene first starts, the Genie comes out. You could 
see palm trees with deep blue skies and mountains in the back-
ground. All of this scenery adds to the wonders that make Aladdin a 
classic. 
   One thing is for sure, this global pandemic gives a new meaning to 
“a whole new world.”  
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Editorial: Field Trips That Students Would Be Excited About  
By Benjamin Irizarry, Anthony Bagnuolo, & William Capizzi, Grade 6 
 

   Every year we go on field trips that vary from museums to plays and always include the iconic bus ride. Some of these things bore us to the 
bones while others are fun and amazing childhood experiences. There are many fun ways that we can have experiences that will last a life-
time. Why not ask the students to see what they want?  
 

Blissful Beach Trip  
   One good idea of a field trip is the beach. We understand that all of our field trips have to have educational value so while we are there we 
could pick up garbage for an hour. We could do this to benefit the Earth. Also this would teach us not to litter because it is harmful. After that 
we could play on the beach and have fun. This field trip would take place towards the end of the year in the warmer months. But for every 
field trip comes the cost of it and sometimes this is too much money. What we want is not always what we get. This field trip is one example 
of something that we can afford and enjoy.  
 

Wonderful Wax Museum  
    There are many different kinds of ideas that people have about their ideal field trip. Sixth grader Mackenzie Taylor says, “I would really like 
to see the wax museum because it would be cool to see people who are famous that are made out of wax.” 

   The wax museum Madame Tussauds New York would be an amazing field trip because it is in New York, only 27 minutes away! The wax 
museum in NYC is located at 234 W 42nd St, New York, NY 10036. The admission is not much for 80 students and they probably have their 
own events planned out for us. The wax museum is a bunch of famous characters, actors, artists, sports players, etc.  made of wax. This 
would be educational because we would be learning about people. We could learn about our president, people that did amazing things, peo-
ple that made things, or people that made life better.  
 

Beautiful Broadway 

  “My ideal field trip would be either Broadway because we went there once before and it was very nice or a sports arena and watch a pro-
fessional sports match,” comments sixth grader, Dante Benvenuti. 
These are good and educational experiences for us because we can learn character building skills from the characters and also get better 
acting and musical experience. 
   We went to Broadway in 4th grade and it was one of our favorite field trips. We can go to one of these on a bus and watch a good show 
like Dear Evan Hansen. Broadway shows are very educational in other ways too. They can be historical so they can be connected to the 
school curriculum. They can show another angle of incidents in history, like Hamilton, or to famous literature, like Wicked (which is based on 
the book The Wonderful Wizard of Oz). Broadway shows can help make us better writers because they can also help us understand charac-
ter, plot, and setting. Who wouldn’t want to learn and watch a Broadway play at the same time?  
 
    There you have it– some student ideas for educational and fun field trips.  

Editorial: Should Students Be Able to Vote on  
Field Trips? 

By Gabriella Bagnuolo, Madison Myers,  
& Natalia Marecki Grade 5 
 

   We’ve all been on field trips. This is the one trip that we go on once 
a year and that we all look forward to. However, was your field trip 
picked by your teachers and principal? Do you ever wish you could 
have a say in your grade’s trip? 
   Some students are bored on field trips. Why? Because they get re-
petitive and are not always fun. For example, we have gone to lots of 
museums in our past years at school. We appreciate the field trips that 
we went on, but according to people in our school, lots of students 
thought that the museum was not fun.  
 

It is important for kids to have a voice 
   Maybe if all students could vote for their grades’ field trip it would 
be more fun because students would have gotten to at least voice  

their opinion.  Even if you ended up going someplace 
that you didn’t choose, but other kids did, at least the 

kids got to decide. When we get the opportunity to 
choose, our school is showing us that they care about 
our ideas and opinions.  

 
They way it could work 
   One way this could work is that the staff members for 

each grade would pick three fun locations. Then, each grade will 
meet in the gym and everyone will vote for which field trip they 
want. Whichever has the most votes would be the trip for the 
year. Another way is that each grade level can fill out a Google 
Form, asking for students to share their ideas for a field trip. 
After the teachers review these ideas, they can have the kids 
vote on the top three options.  
 

   If we get a say in our field trips we are more likely to have fun 
and make good memories. 

 

? 
? 
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Editorial: Adventures Through Little Falls  
On My Bike  
By Nikolas Anevski, Grade 7 

 

   Whoosh! Wirl! Screech! I come to a stop after I bomb down Long 
Hill Road. For those of you who don’t know what that means, it is 
going downhill without braking. I check my phone to see how fast I 
was going and I learn that I broke my record! Afterwards, I pedal 
my way through town checking all of the parks and attractions to 
see if any friends are outside and want to join me on my adven-
tures around Little Falls.  
 

Places To Go and Things To See  
  Behind the buildings on Main Street, right behind The Falls Kitch-
en, there is a spot where you can bike down and go right up to the 
Passaic River or go along a trail that leads to a spot by the Rec Cen-
ter. I usually go to the trail and now I have started to build a small 
jump trail for bikes.  
  Speaking of trails, there is one that leads from Little Falls to North 
Caldwell and has two jump trails and a speed trail along the way. 
This trail is up East Lindsley Road a little past the train tracks. 
  Little Falls is chock full of attractions and things to look at. There is 
an army tank in the park on Wilmore Road, hence why people refer 
to it as the “Tank Park.” There is one specific spot that is at the end 
of the path that passes the “Tank Park,” which I love going through 
on my bike.  
  Riding through town, I can really appreciate the vast woods and 
beautiful creeks that flow through them. Little Falls has a perfect 
balance of nature's beauty. 
 There are also a lot of small restaurants and stores that kids can go 
to as they are biking around town that are pretty cheap and have 
really good snacks. Some of those places include Quick Check, 
Dunkin’ Donuts, Big Daddy Hot Dogs and Rita’s Italian Ice. Yum! 

 

Surrounding Towns to Visit 
   Little Falls borders a few towns. This is something that I love about 
it because you know that even when you have finished riding 
through our town, more adventures await in the neighboring 
towns.  
   Cedar Grove is probably the easiest town to reach by following 
Cedar Grove Road all the way out. This town has a few nice places 
to visit if you are up for a long ride. 
  You can also venture into Montclair, near Montclair State Universi-
ty, if you're willing to bike along Long Hill Road, which can be a little 
bit windy and have many cars.   
   
  Biking around is easily my favorite hobby. Everyone should bike for 
fun and to stay healthy. Check out my trail tips and let me know 
what you think!  

 

Help Nik get to the park! 
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Editorial: Behind the Scenes of the 8th Grade Fashion Show  
By Fox Simpson & Deanna Stancato, Grade 8  
 

    There is a lot of hard work and dedication that goes into every school event to make it the best experience possible for every student. We 
were a part of this year's 2020 8th grade fashion show held on March 12th, at The Grove in Cedar Grove. This event is a tricky tray that is host-
ed by the Parent Teacher Student Association (PTSA). To say the least, this evening was a very magical “night in Paris.” 
  Participating was no easy task. There was a lot of preparation and stress for us those few days before stepping up on the runway. There were 
a total of 48 models in the show, but an additional 10 students helped as Stage Crew and Prize Runners. Students who were involved in this 
spectacular event worked extremely hard during the week leading up to the fashion show. We had a schedule jam packed with appointments. 
Many girls got their nails and eyebrows done, while the boys got new haircuts. Most students took months to plan each of their outfits care-
fully and with much attention to detail. There was also the added pressure of walking the runway, which everyone was very nervous about.   
   During the show, we (Fox and Deanna) both felt very nervous about walking on that bright runway in front of many different people. Butter-
flies filled our stomach, and sweat ran down our face. Girls were scared about tripping in their heels, especially for when they had to walk 
down the stairs. But, after walking the runway for the first time we felt a sense of relief. When the show was finished, we were so happy that 
all of our hard work and preparation had finally paid off.  
  Student participants weren’t the only ones who put in a lot of effort. The parent committee had been organizing this since the fall!  
   “Our plans started in the early Fall of 2019.  By October and November, we were full on planning all the details. January, February and 
March were spent in constant planning mode, day in and day out,” comments Mrs. Corage, a parent that was very active in planning this 
event.    
   There were many people who worked tirelessly for a very long time to create such a fabulous event. So, on behalf of the 8th grade, we 
would like to thank a few people- Mrs. Russo and Mrs.Courage for doing a huge amount of the planning. We would also like to thank Raoul, 
the event planner that helped take this event from a fashion show to a night in Paris. 
 We would then like to acknowledge a few vendors- Robert’s Tuxedos, The Grove, and Parisian Beauty School. Without them, this event would 
not be possible. Let us remind you, that most of these vendors weren’t getting paid. They were doing it as a very kind gesture, and we are 
beyond grateful for that.  
   Of course we need to thank our 8th grade advisors, Mr. Delfino and Mr. Plateroti for doing a wonderful job at being the hosts of the night.  
   Some highlights of the show? 
    Damien Cribs and Ameer Thabata transported the audience to Hawaii, wearing Hawaiian shirts and hats for their casual wear. Speaking of 
casual wear, one major trend for girls' casual wear was the denim skirt. Some wore it with boots, some with sneakers, while others flip 
flopped their way down the runway.    
  For both boys and girls, various colors lit up the runway during the formal wear display. Dresses varied in colors like teal, orange, red, royal 
blue, and white.  Alina Adjini, in a classic black dress, looked stunning in her formalwear outfit.  
   “The black lace dress I wore for the formal wear was inspired by Princess Diana,” comments Alina.  
   Spring was in the air as students like Lena Uzelac and Sopia Colacino walked the runway in their floral dresses. 
   No matter what we wore, we all looked and felt amazing. This will be a night we will cherish in our memories of School No. 1.  

 

Above left: 8th grade boys pose in their formal wear.  Center: Amy Seber proudly smiles as she shows off her formal wear.  

Right: Brendan Obssuth wearing a classic black tuxedo for his formal wear.   
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Coronavirus Fuels Asian Discrimination   
By Maria Richards & Gavin Yip, Grade 7 

 

   Your stomach growls. You think about what you are going to eat 
tonight. You’re in the mood for some Chinese takeout. You call them 
to make a reservation because you know it's always busy. You ar-
rive, but it's empty. No, it’s not closed. People are avoiding it be-
cause of the current pandemic. Not only are Asian businesses being 
affected by it, but they are also being discriminated against because 
of it. 
   Countless stories throughout the country show how biased people 
can be. There are reports of discrimination against Asians just be-
cause of the stereotype that they all have the coronavirus.  
    One strong example is the story of Johnathan Mok, reported by 
CNN. He was shopping on Oxford Street, a famous shopping center 
in London. He was attacked by a group of people, who continued to 
yell “I don't want your coronavirus in my country!” In the end of the 
ordeal, he was left with multiple fractures in the face that needed 
surgery.  
   Another example is with Eileen Wong. As told by the New York 
Times, she and her co-worker were on a packed train. When a fel-
low passenger noticed that they were Asian, the passenger ex-
claimed “Oh my god!”, covered herself with her coat, and allegedly 
typed into google, “How deadly is the coronavirus?” 
   Most of these instances are caused by the stereotype that all 
Asians have the coronavirus. The reality is, any person could catch 
this virus, although it did originate in Wuhan, China. Some Asian-
Americans were born in the U.S. to begin with, and are still being 
discriminated against.   
  “When I was walking home with my friend, another kid came up to 
me and said ‘I think you have the coronavirus!’ Even though I know 
it was supposed to be a joke, I’ve heard too many,” says a student 
from School No. 1 who wishes to remain anonymous.  
    Not only people of Asian ethnicity, but also Asian-American busi-
nesses are being majorly affected due to the current pandemic. 
     According to The Chinatown Merchants Association, foot traffic is 
down and many restaurants are empty. No person should feel like 
their business is struggling due to their race. "They're just scared to 
get infected by Chinese people," Kin Lam told CBS News' Weijia 
Jiang. His family has owned Jing Fong for over four decades, but said 
this was the first scare of its nature to affect business so badly. 
   However, now due to the increasing cases of the coronavirus, the 
state Officials ordered bars, gyms, restaurants, and casinos to close. 
Restaurants need to resort to only serving takeout as of 3/19/2020. 
But this could be another big problem for restaurants. If they have 
never done takeout, then they might not even try. Some people may 
not even realize that the restaurant they want to go to is still open.  
   “Not only will our restaurant not be able to generate revenue, but 
we also might be in debt for some time since we had to throw away 
a lot of the food,” says the child of a business owner in Little Falls, 
who asks to remain anonymous.      
    Their family was majorly affected due to differences in income. 
Not only is the family getting affected, but the employees are too. 
Some restaurants may have to lay off employees just so they can 
afford to keep the doors open. When things settle back down, it 
might be even harder to find new employees willing to work.  

Editorial: Social Media Exclusion Causes Problems 
With Teens 

By TJ Hill & Emily Canfora, Grade 7 
 

   You may have heard that if you are not an adult, having social 
media can be harmful. But have you ever heard that not having 
social media can also be harmful?  
  All around you see your friends, laughing and making TikToks, or 
posting pictures on Instagram, checking their likes... but you don't 
have that and you feel left out. It’s a pretty bad feeling. You feel 
socially excluded from the rest of the world, it feels like you're the 
only one who doesn't have it.  
 “My parents made me delete social media and I am constantly 
feeling left out,” commented a student who wishes to remain anon-
ymous.  
   Kids want to do what their friends are doing and it is hard to do 
that when all their friends are on Snapchat or Instagram. Many kids 
talk about their social media accounts during school in front of their 
friends who don't have social media. So you can’t join in and you 
have no idea what anyone is talking about.  
   So what do you do?  
   Your parents won’t let you have no matter how much you ask. 
Sometimes, you may also be peer pressured into downloading 
these social media apps and then get in lots of trouble by your par-
ents for it.     
   How might you fix this problem of feeling left out?  
   If you really want social media, ask your parents politely. Be con-
vincing about why you should have it. You should tell your parents 
that you are feeling excluded. You can also share that having social 
media is a good way to show friends activities that you're doing 
after school and during breaks.  
  Talk to your friends about how it makes you feel when they talk 
about their social media in front of you. Tell them you are feeling 
excluded and maybe they will try harder to include you. 
   Another option? Try to get your friend’s mind off social media. Go 
and be active. Get your friends to bike ride with you or play whiffle 
ball. They will talk to you more face to face and you will become 
better friends.  
   Not having social media may not seem like a very big deal, but for 
some kids that don’t have it, it is. 

 

  However, according to NBC news, there are some organizations out 
there to try and help the Asian people being discriminated against. 
“Chinese for Affirmative Action” is a civil rights organization that 
campaigns for the California government to make certain hotlines to 
collect statistics, bullying, or discrimination related to the virus. This 
organization was developed in 1969 and it was originally created to 
protect the rights of Asian Americans. Now, it is more useful than 
ever.  
   We are all, no matter our cultural background, going through this 
together. 
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 F E A T U R E S  
Explained: Why Pets Do Some of the  
Things They Do  
By Nadia Malek & Emma Francis, Grade 6 
 

   Our pets do some strange things. Have you ever wondered why your 
cat kneads at your blanket, or why your dog chases its tail? Well, if 
you don’t know, this article will tell you all about the mysterious 
things our pets do. 
 

Purring Cats 
   According to Purina, a very popular pet food brand, “Research has 
shown that muscles in your cat produce a sound that is responsible 
for moving the vocal cords - and as your cat breathes in and out, air 
hits the vibrating muscles.” Some scientists say that they are starting 
to believe that it's more of a muscular twitch. Cats purr when they are 
content to express their happiness or when they are nervous to com-
fort themselves. For example, if a cat were to be suffering a great 
amount of pain it would start purring to make itself feel more secure.  
 

Kneading Cats 
   According to Livescience.com kneading is when a cat takes its front 
paws and massages a blanket or any soft and squishy item. Most of 
the time they will do this while purring. Cats start kneading as kittens. 
This is because they see their moms doing it. A mother cat might do 
this to help with circulating the milk for her kittens. When the kittens 
grow up they will continue to knead because it will then become a 
natural behavior for them. Generally this is good for blood movement 
in a cat's body. 
 

Dogs Chasing Their Tails 
   A dog chasing its tail is just what it sounds like. This is when a dog 

sees its own tail and 
tries to catch it. This 
causes the dog to go in  
continuous circles 
thinking that it will be 
able to capture its tail.   
Cesarsway, an educa-
tional organization and 
website designed for 
dog care information, 
says that dogs do this 
because they get 
bored, anxious, or 
even excited. Some-
times a puppy might 
not even know that their tail is part of their body and thinks of it 
as something like a cat!  
 

Hamsters Stuffing Their Cheeks 
   We’ve all seen images of fluffy hamsters with full cheeks. Did 
you know that they are stuffed with food? Thesprucepets.com, 
another informational pet care website says that the reason ham-
sters stuff their cheeks with food is because in the wild a hamster 
collects food and stores it in their cheeks. This is just like if you 
have a bag when you go shopping. At the end of their food col-
lecting journey they would bring the food back to their burrow 
and eat it. Now that hamsters are domesticated and nocturnal 
they take the food you give them, go to sleep, and eat when they 
wake up.  
  
   We all love our pets and now we know why they do some of the 
strange things they do!  

 

Above: A hamster stuffing its cheeks with 
food.  
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Songs Can Inspire and Send Positive Messages    
By Alexa Sypniewski & Jayda Bonet, Grade 6 
 

    These past years have held some pretty uplifting and enjoyable songs 
that have some powerful messages. Some songs include “High Hopes” 
by Panic! At The Disco (2018), “Fight Song” by Rachel Platten (2015), 
and “Try Everything” by Shakira (2016).  
 

“High Hopes” by Panic! At The Disco (2018) 
    High Hopes encourages people to have higher hopes in life. The song 
consists of the lyrics “I was gonna be that one in a million, Always had 
high, high hopes”. This song proves that you need to set high hopes for 
yourself to work to succeed. This is uplifting because the message from 
the lyrics clearly shows that even if you don’t start with a lot, you can 
always set high goals and succeed.  
 

“Fight Song” by Rachel Platten (2015) 
   “Fight song” is showing that this woman has been fighting with all the 
things that people have said about her and now she is going to make 
her voice heard. “And all those things I didn't say, Wrecking balls inside 
my brain, I will scream them loud tonight, Can you hear my voice this 
time?” This verse shows that when these people have been talking 
about her in ways that she doesn’t want them to she stays quiet. But, 
now that is coming back to her and giving her regret that she didn’t say 
anything about that. Now, she is going to stand up to that and make 
her voice heard. 
 

“Try Everything” by Shakira (2016).  
   “I won't give up, no I won't give in, Till I reach the end, And then I'll 
start again” You may know these lyrics from the movie “Zootopia”. This 
song demonstrates how you shouldn’t give up and keep striving. This 
song shows perseverance and following through. Some other lyrics are 
“Don't beat yourself up, Don't need to run so fast, Sometimes we come 
last but we did our best”. This inspires people to do their best. 
 

“Weak” by AJR (2016) 
   The song “Weak” By the American indie pop band, AJR, shows that 
he is weak and he is asking what's wrong with that? Then he goes on 
into saying that he loves when he falls for that as you can see in this 
next line, “But I'm weak, and what's wrong with that? Boy, oh boy I 
love it when I fall for that”. This also proves that even when you 
think that you are weak you are really not. Also, in the next verse he 
says, “No thank you, They call me after dark, I don't want no part, My 
habits, they hold me like a grudge, I promise I won't budge.” This 
part is like peer pressure and they want him to come but he decides 
to do the right thing and stay right where he is. 
 

“If We Have Each Other” by Alec Benjamin (2018) 
   The song “If we Have Each Other” shows a powerful message 
about a nineteen year old girl that is struggling with a baby and 
working at night to pay for basic things. In the song It shows how also 
the world is not perfect but it is not that bad and if you have some-
one and that all you have you should know that they will be there for 
you. One lyric stands out, “You should know I'll be there for you, 
When the world's not perfect, When the world's not kind, If we have 
each other then we'll both be fine.” This is inspirational because it 
demonstrates unity and hope.  
  
  In essence, these inspirational songs from High Hopes” by Panic! At 
The Disco (2018), “Fight Song” by Rachel Platten (2015), and “Try 
Everything” by Shakira (2016)  have inspirational messages, sharing  
love and joy across the world! Listeners can take these messages and 
use them in everyday life.  

How To Draw The Minecraft Character, Steve 

By Benjamin Baldeon Dante Ferreira, Grade 7 
 

Step 1: Draw a big square for the head.  
 

Step 2: Draw a big long rectangle under the head. Make it so that the width is longer than the width of the 
head. This will be the body.  
 

Step 3: To make arms, add two small rectangles on each side of the big rectangle. You can draw in a  
T-shirt that he wears.  
 

Step 4: To make the face, draw two sideways rectangles for eyes, and the same for a nose and give him a rectangular mouth.  
 

Step 5: To make legs, draw one long rectangle below the body. putting a line down the middle to show he has two legs.  
 

Step 6: Trace over the outline with a sharpie, and erase any remaining pencil marks, and color him in! 
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13th Zodiac Sign Explained  
By Kelsie Smith, Abby Erickson & Brianna Laurente, 
Grade 5 
 

   Are you a fan of astrology? For those who might not know, each zodiac 
sign belongs to specific dates of specific months. Because there are twelve 
months, there are twelve zodiac signs. But, scientists have found a new con-
stellation, for a new zodiac sign. The problem is, what month does the zodi-
ac belong to? And what are the characteristics associated with this sign? 
   The Ophiuchus constellation looks like a “snake bearer,” or a man holding 
a snake. According to Space.com, “If you look at Ophiuchus, you will see that 
he is apparently wrestling with a very large snake. It is one of the least-
known constellations.” 
 

The Newest Information for the Newest Zodiac 
   If you are the Ophiuchus, your birthday falls between November 29th-
December 17th or 18th. Your zodiac has many features- its own flower, 
element, moon, mythical animal, and even its own gemstone!  
   This zodiac sign is associated with the planet Jupiter, which is the largest 
planet. People who have the Ophiuchus sign are said to be     curious and passionate, but have a jealous side. 
  Did you know each zodiac also has their own element? Ophiuchus’s element is fire, just like Aries and Leo. Fire signs are very confident and 
inspirational. If you are a fire sign then you are lucky. But all signs are special in their own way. So that means we are all lucky and special. 
Its gemstone, called black tourmaline, is a black gem with gold flakes. 
 

Harry Potter and Constellations? Who would've thought?! 
    To all you Harry Potter fans out there, even some of your favorite characters are named after constellations. For example, Draco Malfoy. 
Draco is named after a constellation, which means dragon. The new play and book Harry Potter and the Cursed Child introduces us to  
Scorpious Malfoy, who is named after the Scorpious constellation. Last but not least, Sirius Black. Sirius black was named after a star, Sirius, 
the dog.  

 

  Look up at the night sky and you can see a whole array of constellations!….Well, maybe not in suburbia. 

 

Unscramble the words using the zodiac chart   

spseci             ____________________ 

icsuhpohu     ____________________ 

riutgiatsas    ____________________ 

ersia               ____________________ 

pcosroi          ____________________ 
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BIG DADDY'S DOGS 

62 MAIN STREET 

LITTLE FALLS, NJ, 07424 

973-785-0206 

GARY@BIGDADDYSNJ.COM  

 

   We deliver with ubereats.com!  

75 Main St. Little Falls NJ 07424 

973-837-8282 

arturobistro.com 

 
-Lunch Special- 

Buy five lunches and the 6th is free! 

Offer valid with cash only and with this 
coupon  

 

Visit us at 98 Main Street 

Little Falls, NJ 07424 

 

ethanandthebean.com  

55 East Main Street 

Little Falls, NJ 07424  

973.837.8060 

jackiesgrilletlittlefalls.com  

mailto:Gary@bigdaddysnj.com
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Where good friends and great food 

come together  

 

90 Main St. Little Falls, NJ 07424 

973-785-3563 

fallskitchen.com 

Our philosophy is simple, when you  

surround yourself with people who love 
what they do, your time at SHAG86 can 
be nothing less than fabulous.   

 

86 Main Street, Little Falls, NJ 

973.837.0086 

shag86.com 

 

*Present this ad and receive 10% off any 
service on Mondays or Tuesdays. 

 

Hours until further notice   

Thursday-Sunday  

3:00-8:00 pm  

 

Stay Calm & Eat Ice Cream!  

 

11 Paterson Ave. 

Little Falls, NJ 07424 

973-837-6118 

 

schumacherchevy.com 

SALES (973) 200-6347 

SERVICE (973) 200-6612 

tel:+19732006347
tel:+19732006612
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 People Experience the World Differently:  
Synesthesia and Ideasthesia 

By Aubree Samgour, Nicole Smith & Sophia  
Johnson, Grade 7 

 

   When you wander around outside, looking at the different colored 

flowers, breathing in the fresh air, touching the grass with your finger-
tips, you’re using some of your senses. All of your life, you’ve grown 
used to those senses and using them every day. However, what if they 
were swapped?  
  Some people have a condition called synesthesia, that switches up 
the senses. This condition, however, is sometimes mixed up with an-
other condition, ideaesthesia, when an idea or concept triggers real, 
sensory experiences.  
  Synesthesia is a condition where your brain blends and confuses the 
senses with one another. For example, someone with synesthesia may 
claim they can “touch smells.” People with synesthesia can hear col-
ors, feel sounds and even taste colors. Research suggests there are 
over 80 different types of synesthesia out there that people have stud-
ied. Synesthesia is really an umbrella term, with many types.  

Vaquita Porpoises Threatened By Poachers 

By Moira McEvoy, Grade 7 

 

   The vaquita porpoise is the world’s smallest and most endangered porpoise. It got its name because of the dark edges around its eyes, 
making it look like a cow. Vaquita means “little cow” in Spanish. According to National Geographic, there are approximately 19 “little cows” 
left. But why are they on the brink of extinction? 
   Found only in the Gulf of California, the vaquita porpoise is indirectly killed by gill nets. Gill nets are a type of net that is used to catch fish. 
When the fish tries to back out of the net, it gets caught in the net and the net blocks its gills. This is even more deadly to porpoises, since 
they breathe through their blowhole.      
   It is important to note that fisherman are not targeting vaquitas. The fishermen are trying to catch totoaba, a type of fish species that is 
also illegal to hunt. However, lots of vaquitas are caught and killed in the gill nets instead.  
   Mexico banned gill nets, but that doesn’t stop fishermen from using them. Sea Shepherd is a non-profit organization that helps protect our 
oceans.  Recently, a Sea Shepherd boat got shot at by poachers. Sea Shepherd was trying to protect the waters where the vaquita porpoise 
can be found.  
   Will we be able to save the vaquita or will they be gone forever? 

 

  Someone may say that a letter, a number, or an idea can trigger a 
color. For example, someone can say that when they think of the 
subject Math, it represents the color red. This is an example of 
ideasthesia. Ideasthesia is when an idea triggers a real, sensory 
experience. Something important to understand is that a concept 
is activated before a sensation. A concept can be, for example, a 
number, like 7. Someone with ideasthesia may say that the num-
ber 7 triggers a color, or a scent. A number or letter isn’t a real 
sense, it’s a concept that can trigger a sensory experience. Some-
times, a concept can trigger another concept. For instance, a letter 
can trigger a gender. Letters and genders are both concepts. Sci-
entists say ideasthesia can inspire many kinds of art, like abstract 
art.  
  While synesthesia and ideasthesia are both different conditions, 
they’re both equally mysterious. These two conditions prove how 
different the world can be experienced by each and every  
individual. 

 

Above: A vaquita porpoise trapped in a gillnet.   

Photo courtesy of The New York Times.  
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Sporting Events Held Off Due to Coronavirus  
By Dante Benvenuti & Tommy Breitwieser,  
Grade 6 
 

   The coronavirus has taken thousands of lives and even cancelled 
sporting or any events that involve crowds. Here are some major sus-
pended seasons so far: March Madness, National Basketball Associa-
tion (NBA,) Major League Baseball (MLB) spring training/opening day, 
and Major League Soccer. 
   Some leagues were in the middle of their season and the rest of the 
games got either cancelled or postponed. Some seasons are totally 
cancelled like the Xtreme Football League. 
   The pandemic can also affect sports coming up in the fall. It can sus-
pend the National Hockey League (NHL) and National Football League 
(NFL) before the season actually starts. It already affects the NFL in 
some ways. The NFL draft might be suspended or be drafted from 
home. Because of this, the players can’t show off their skills in front of 
the NFL coaches, general managers, and owners.  
  Many people turn to sports for entertainment and are disappointed.  
   6th grader Anthony Bagnuolo thinks suspending a sports season is a 
good idea for the health and safety of the players and the crowds.  
   “I think that is good for our safety, but it is hard for sport fans be-
cause it’s a big change,” comments 6th grader, Ben Irizarry.  
   What will the 2020 sports seasons look like? Fans are still unsure.  

 

S P O RT S   

Above: An empty Yankee Stadium, closed due to the  

coronavirus. Photo courtesy of The Washington Post.  

Scientists Discover A Connection Between Human and Banana DNA  
By Baylee Mugleston and Victoria DeMarco, Grade 6 

 

   “Our DNA is 50% banana.” Have you heard of this random fact yet? Well, it may be fiction!  
    Bananas may have similar genetic makeup, but they aren't 50% of our DNA. This is called a factoid. This means 

that people all over share false information many times and that tricks our brains to thinking it is true. This can be very misleading.  
 

What Is DNA and What Are Genes? 
   What is DNA and what are genes anyway? DNA stands for Deoxyribonucleic acid and it is the building blocks for all living organisms. The 
genes form proteins and those proteins make you alive so you can read this article. 99% of your genes are nearly identical to the people 
near you right now!  
 

Bananas’ Link to Human Genes 
   In an experiment done by Dr. Lawrence Brody,  scientists took banana genes and compared them one at a time to human genes. From 
that, they attempted to find similarities between the banana genes and human genes.  If the banana had the gene but the human didn't, 
that didn't get counted. According to HowStuffWorks.com  “About 60 percent of our genes have a recognizable counterpart in the banana 
genome!”  
 

Other Animals and Plants Link to Human Genes   
   Aside from bananas, humans have similar genetic makeup to other things as well.  
  According to Business Insider, Fruit flies are 60% identical to us humans. Fruit flies have the same 75% of genes that cause disease in     
humans. This makes them good models for the study of human disease. Chimpanzees are 96% identical to us humans. We share the same 
hand movements, and have complex emotions and intelligence. Chickens are 60% genetically identical to us humans. Some proteins found 
in chicken eggshells and bones might have some relation to humans. 
 

   As you can see, many living things are connected in this world! 



F U N  S T U F F   

Hornets at home 
Advertise your local business in 

the Hornet Highlights! Please  

contact the advisor.  

What’s this you say?  

This is School No. 1’s very own garden!  

Do you have a favorite vegetable or 
flower that you would love to see 
grown? Email Mrs. Kolarovic and if it 
can be grown in NJ, we’ll give it a try!  


